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The basic tuning elsrasnt around which the front end assembly is 
designed is a standard Mallory S-I4 Spiral Inductuner.    A stop 
assembly is arranged to restrict rotation of the spiral tuner to tht* 
last one and one quarter clockwise turn of its normal 5- turn rotation. 
The signal frequency is tuned by L-101 and the input capacity of the 
6Ji* plus firing capacities.    A double tuned band—p??? clrcf^t is used 
between the 6JI+ r-f amplifier and the 6AK£ mixer to provide high image 
and i-f rejection.    The coupling between the two circuits is capacitivs 
and consists of ClOu,  C105, and C106.    C105 is adjustable to provide 
accurate control of bandwidth.    The 6JU R-F stage is operated at 
maximum gain at all times to produce maximum signal—to—noise ratio= 
Bia3 for the 6AK5 mixer is obtained from the local oscillator.    This 
method produces more uniform operation at all frequencies. allrwG for 
considerable variation in local oscillator esplitude due to tv.be agin£? 
A.F-C, pulling, etc., and allows direct grounding of both cathode 
terminals to minimize cathode lead inductance and produce maximum input 
resistance, which is necessary at these frequencies.    The mixer is pentode 
connected to prevent distortion of the I-F response due to changes in 

4 plate resistance! which p*y be caused by variation of local oscillator 
amplitude, tube aging,  etc.    A rather unconventional oscillator con- 
figuration is used because of the high frequency of operation and the 
necessity 01   A. r.i>. 

1 The oscillator circuit "*«d is essentially a Colpitts with an un- 
bypassed resistor connected in the cathode to damp tube resvnance.    The 
A.F.C. reactance tube is connected directly across the combination of 
the grid-plate capacity and a 27 ohm carbon resistor.    Input resonance 
in the reactance tube is not damped by the cathode resistor since the 
grid circuit must return to the cathode.    The use of a small resistor 
(27 ohms) in the grid circuit extends the operating ranee through 
285 ?nc.    A.F.C. may be turned on or offor supplied from an external 
source by a front-panel control. 

The crystal-controlled oscillator, See Figure 16, which is used 
when fixed-frequency operation of the Clarke receiver is desired, 
employs an overtone crystal in a cathode—coupled circuit, and three 
type CK5703 subminiature tubes. 

The crystal frequency was chosen so that adequate oscillator 
injection could be obtained by doubling twice.    A test to determine 
optimum oscillator injection for maximum sensitivity showed that the 
optimum value of oscillator voltage was between k and £ volts,  and that 
the injection voltage could vary from 3»o to 6.0 volts with about a 
1.0% loss in sensitivity. 

The link coupling and double-tuned coupling circuit employed 
, permits adjustment of the link eo that the optimum value of oscillator 

voltage may be obtained upon installation in the receiver.    A high 
jjnpeuaiice i>ypw OJ. voxu2i& i*sr is sspo-oj-5v*  uO rcav*  uf5c rcc^»»— ^— ^ri— 
voltage at TP117.    Since TP117 is the midpoint of the mixer grid . 
resistor, whatever voltage is observed must oe multiplied by wo to 
obtain the correct injection voltage. 
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xiiS r—A unit is a complete asje >ly with input and output signals 
available through coaxial connectors and with power and A-F,C. leads 
through a small cable. 

The   1—f   awn! 1 fi AT   iq   a   qmaM+.o.    nran-nl o+.ol w   oh-ialrfo^   aoaof'^'lTr  w^ich 

is conventional in most respects.    Two high-gain stages using 6CB6 tubes 
are followed by a 6CB6 first limicer and a 6AK? second limiter.    A 

I The discriminator circuit is a conventional balanced phase shift 
f* type.    In order to obtain balance the secondary is bifilar-wound and 
jM link-coupled to the primary,    This link is adjusted in production for 
aw uLLniHram distortion.     For stability a self—resonant choke is connected 
• to the output lead. 

* Signal level monitoring is provided by sampling ths rectified signal 
(» current of both limiter grids.    The second limiter developes a voltage 
jjir proportional to the input signal up to about 10 uv.    Above this level 
||gj the voltage on the second limiter is constant, and a voltage pro- 
W     * portional to the logarithm of the input exists at the first limiter- 
*=, These voltages are combined to produce an easily read logarithmic signal 
w strength scale. 

B 
^ A 12AU7 is used as a uu bridge to indicate discriminator output for 
• * tuning purposes and a3 a direct coupled video amplifier.    V110 is used 
fe as a cathode follower output stage and is direct coupled from the video 
m amplifxer.    The output is I0-15> volts RMS for + 12;>kc deviation. 

I S A conventional two-stage amplifier with built-in loudspeaker is 
provided for monitoring. 

2»2 External Signal Strength Recording 

Provision has been made for supplying 10 ma to record variations in 
signal strength. This signal is the combined plate and screen currents 
to VIOU, and it is adjusted to 10 ma with no signal by varying the 
screen voltage with KL50. The signal thus obtained is reverse reading? 
i.e., 10 ma is obtained with no signal, and minimum current is obtained 
at maximum signal. The signal strength circuits are connected to 
channels 13 to 16 inclusive on the oscillograph control panel. 

3.0 Subcarrier Amplifier 

The subcarrier amplifier provides for separation of up to four 
audio subcarrier signals from tho composite video subcarrier signal. 
The four subcarrier amplifier units contained in the telemetering 
receiving station thus provides sixteen subcarrier amplifier 

, (separation) channels. Each channel consists of a cathode follower 
input stags, filtor, a signal amplifier stage, and a cathode 
follower output stage. The composite sulcarrier signal from the 
receiver is parallel fed to the subcarrier amplifier channels. 
See Figure 17, 
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2.0     Mode!1  167-E clarka Receiver 

5«ni*ra1 

The Model 167-E special-purpose receiver is designed as 
terminal equipment for a telemetAring system employing a rad:n link 
and receiving intelligence in the form of frequency-modulated jignals 
consisting,  for example,   of one or more frequency—<audul<±Leu oubcarriGrSi 
Over the specified tuning range of 180 So 260 mc the antenna input im- 
pedance of the 167-E receiver is approximately 75 ohms.    The circuit is 
arranged for single or unbalanced input.    The antenna is connected to a 
SO-239 type j#ek; located on the rear apron of the chassis.    The basic 
tuning element around which the frontend assembly is designed Is a 
standard Mallory S_U Spiral Inductuner.    A stop assembly is arranged 
to restrict rotation of the spiral tuner to the last one and one-quarter 
clockwise turn of its normal 5-turn rotation.    The signal frequency is 
tuned by L101 and the input capacity of the 6JI4 plus "Hiring capacities. 
A double-tuned band-pass is used between the 6Jlj R.F. amplifier and 
the 6AK3> mixer to provide hign image I.F. rejection.    The coupling 

, between the two circuits is capacitive and consists of C10U,  CIO?, and 
C106.    CIO? is adjustable to provide accurate control of bandwidth.    The 
6Ju R.F.  stage is operated at maximum gain at all times to produce 
maximum signal-to-noise ratio.    Bias for the 6AK5 mixer is derived from 
the local oscillator.    Tiiis method produces more uniform operation at 
all frequencies and allows for considerable variation in local oscillator 
amplitude due to tube aging. A.F.C. pulling,  etc.    This also allows 
direct grounding of both oathcde terminals tc minimize catncde lead in- 
ductance and produce maximum input resistance so necessary at these 
frequencies,    The mixer is pentode connected to prevent distortion of 
I.F. response due to changes in its plate resistance which may be 
caused by variation of local oscillator amplitude,   tube aging, etc.    A 
rather unconventional oscillator configuration is used due to the high 
frequency of operation and the necessity for A.F.C. 

The oscillator circuit used is essentially a Colpitts with an 
unbypassed resistor connected in the cathode to damp tube resonance. 
The A..F.C.    reactance tube is connected directly across the oscillator. 
Phase shift is produced in the grid by the series combination of grid- 
plate capacity and a    27 ohm carbon resistor.    Input resonance in the 
reactance tube is not damped by the cathode resistor since the grid 
circuit must return to the cathode.    The use of a small resistor 
(27  ohms) is the grid circuit- extends trie ojiKTrAting rar.rs t.ViT-cigh 28? mc. 
A.F.C* may be turned on or off or supplied from an external source by 
a fron-b-panel control. 

The R.F. unit is a complete assembly with input and output signals 
available through coaxial connectors and with power and A.F.C. leads 

. through a small cable. 

• 
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2.3      Output and Monitoring 

RKTRICTED 

- 

202      I.F. Amplifier 

The I.F.  amplifier is a separate,  completely shielded assembly. 
It is convcnti-nal in nicst respects.    '.Vo high-gain stages using 6Cb6 
tubes are followed by a 6CB6 first limiter and a 6AK5 second limiter. 
A 6AL5' is used on a balance phase discriminator. 

«« <• f .. _ 1 • _•  s      _• _        _xj     ...n     1. _T J     _1 „     «U-S -T4- 

type.    In order to obtain balance the secondary is bifilar wound and 
link coupled to the primary.    This link i3 adjusted in production for 
minimum distortion.    For stability reasons a self-resonant choke L108 
is connected to the output lead. 

Signal level monitoring is provided by sampling the developed 
voltage at both limiter grids.    The second limiter developes a voltage 
proportional to the inptit signal up to about 10 uv»    About this level 
the voltage on the second limiter is constant, and a voltage proportional 
to the logarithm of the input exists at the first limiter.    These voltages 
are combined to produce an easily read logarithmic signal-strength scale. 

A 12AU7 (V109) is used as a d.c. bridge to indicate discriminator 
output for tuning purposes and as a direct coupled video amplifier. 
V110 is used as a cathode follower output stage and is direct coupled 
from the video amplifier.    The output is 10-15 volts EMS for +125 kc 
deviation. 

A conventional two-stage amplifier with built-in loudspeaker is 
provided for monitoring. 

2.U      External Signal Strength Recording 

Frovis.loii hoia been i:*u« fui- »uppx^xiig J.0 iua to recurs varj.aticns 
in signal strength.    This signal i? the combined plate and  screen 
currents to VIOU, and it is adjusted to 10 r. a with no signal by varying 
the screen voltage with R150.    The signal thus obtained is reverse 
readings?  i.e., 10 ma is obtained with no signal, and minimum 
current is obtained at maximum signal.    This current can be recorded 
on channels 13 to 16 inclusive. 

«•%    <-* «^^ A.    r\- •)•-_-* 

2.5.1 Align discriminator. 

2.5.2 Align I.F. transformers. 

2.5.3 Check dial stops and mechanisms 
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2,5M. Adjust oscillator 

2.5.5 Align R.F.  amplifier 

2.5.6 Repeat adjustment of local oscillator 

2.5«7 Calibrate signal-strength meter 

2.6  Discriminator Alignment 

Set signal generator to 21.Li mcs and connect to antenna <5   .<    -> 
t- • •-» e _- 

to mixer grid instead. 

RESTRICTED 

'. 

In preparation for alignment of the discriminator transformer 
T105 (at left end of IrF. assembly as receiver is viewed from the front), 
remove the second limiter 6AK5 tub© from the assembly and note the read- 
ing of the center frequency or zero center meter.     If it is  off center, 
it shcold be centered by means of the adjustment (R153 potentiometer) on 
the rear apron of the chassis.    Difficulty in readily securing an exact 
center readinjp.s indicative or a defect in the 6AL5 tube (7108),  the 
12AU7 tube (7109),  or their associated components, and must be corrected 
before proceeding further.    Other steos are as follows? 

2.6.1 Remove oscillator tube to prevent mixing at signal generator 
harmonic frequencies. 

2.6.2 Set receiver dial to 200 mcs. 

2.6.h Connect high-resistance voltmeter (Volt Ohmyst type) to 
second limiter grid return (orange lead from I.F.  assembly con- 
nected to tie point T-lll).    The signal-strength meter may be 
used as an output indicator with equal accuracy, 

2.6.5 Set generator bo produce approximately 1 volt on VTVM or 5 
uv on signal-strength meter. 

2.6.6 Connect the 7TVM to the discriminator output lead  (TP-113). 

2.6.7 uetune or back out the bottom or secondary slug of T1C5 
until the VTVM shows a reading of .5 volt. 

2.6.8 Peak top of primary slug of T105 to give maximum reading. 

2.6.9 Retune bottom or secondary slug to center frequenc    jr zero 
reading on the 7TVM. 

2.6.10 When the visual alignment equipment is available,  a sweep 
generator should be connected to the second limiter grid and the 
oscilloscope connected to TP-113  or the output connector.    Primary 
and secondary should then be adjusted  for maximum output with 
symmetry around a 21«U mc center frequency. 
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2.7  I.F. Alignment 

Tb.n  characteristic of cascaded critical coupled amplifier stages 
is such as to make- alignment difficult? however, the advantages of 
response stability, gain, and adjacent-channel selectivity make this 
type of coupling most desirable. Alignment has b«er> kept as simple 
as possible by using transformers with almost identical characteristics. 
The primary ana secoiidary Q's nave oeen Kept high and, therefore, the 
mutual coupling low for the required bandwidth. These factors suggest 
a rather simple alignment procedure with a minimum of equipment. The 
resonant frequency of the primary or secondary in the absence of the 
other (no coupling) is very nearly the proper tuning when the circuits 
are coupled. 

I 

2.7.6 If the I.F. amplifier is known to be considerably out of 
adjustment.it is desirable to peak T10I, T102, T103, and TlOli to 
provide adequate gain. 

2.7.7 Detune primary by tuning the bottom slug of T10U counter- 
clockwise against the stop. 

2.7.8 Increase signal generator output to produce approximately 
2 volts on VTVH or f> uv on the signax-strength meter. 

2.7.° Adjust secondary (top) of TlQlj for maximum indication. 

2.7*10 Adjust primary (bottom) of TlOli for maximum indication, 
keeping signal generator adjusted  for  2 volts  output indication. 
DO NOT readjust secondary for maximum, as this will result in im- 
proper adjustment. 

-3U- 
RE3TRICTED 

If the primary circuit is detuned and the secondary adjusted to 
maximum output and then the primary tuned to maximum, the overall re- 
sponse will be approximately correct. The procedure is then as follows? 

2.7.1 Remove oscillator tube to prevent mixing at a signal gener-= 
ator harmonic frequency. 

ii 

2e7.2 Set receiver dial to 200 mcs. 

2.7.3 Set signal generator to 21.U mcs and connect to antenna 
* terminals. If sufficient output is not obtained, connect to 

mixer grid. 

2.7«U Connect high-resistance voltmeter (Volt Ohmyst type) to 
second limiter grid return (test point TP-111). The signal 
strength meter may be used as an output indicator with equal 
accuracy. 

| 2.7.5 Set generator to produce approximately 2 volts on TTvU or 
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?-fl  Check of Dial Stops 

2.8.1 Loosen (u) screws on flexible coupling between dial and tuner. 

2.8.2 Rotate knob clockwise to stop position. 

2.8.3 Looson set screws on dial. 

£«CU    OWl/    Uldl     liU   1CCU        l/ciu -&* 

The only adjustments to be made in the local oscillator are to 
make the tuning dial read properly. If the dial reading is  correct, 
disregard this section. If a tube has been replaced and an error is 
noted, it may be corrected by adjustment of C116 (screwdriver adjust- 
ment adjacent to oscillator tube). This adjustment should be made with 
a signal generator of high accuracy -with crystal check points spaced 
2 to 10 mc and should be made at about 200 mcs. If component parts 
have been replaced or wiring disturbed, the dial may show an error at 
the high end (260 mcs.).  This is correct by adjusting LlOf>A (a short 
hairpin loop made of bus wire). Sufficient range may be obtained by 
adjusting the shape of this hairpin. The 200 mc point should then be 
rechecked )"nce the adjustments are related. 

-35- 
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2.7.11 Repeat steps 2.7.9 and  2.7.1C for T103, T102,  and T101. 
NO!1??*    It is not necessary that this sequence be followed, as any 
transformer- iu&y be adjusted ?rc.thout affecting the othnr. 

The alignment may be checked by varying the signal generator fre- 
quency+2lj0 kc.    The output voltage should be constant +1 db over this 
range. 

If a sweep generator and an oscilloscope are available, they may 
be used to check the response; however, the above procedure should first 
be performed and then the shaping checked or retouched as required in 
the light of the visual display.    For this test, replace the signal 
generator with the sweep generator and the VTVM liiuii the uoeiiicscope•„ 
Slight retouching of the transformer'? s»ay give some improvement in re— 
sponse shape. 

G.u Set dial to read "zero" czid tishten set screws= 

2.8.? Rotate knob counterclockwise until dial returns to zero. 

2.8»6 Set stop nut if necessary. 

2.8.7 Rotate tuner shaft clockwise until tuner is stopped by its 
own mechanism. 

2^5*8 Tighten screws on flaxible coupling. 

2.9      Local Oscillator Adjustment 

! 
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The modification of ths Clarke receiver was planned with a view 
to malting the restoration to variable tuning as simple as oossible. 
The bracket which mounts the coupling ceil and the coaxial cable may 
be removed by taking out two screws,  and unsoldering the 1 uuf coupling 
capacitor from the coupling coil.    The free end of the coupling capacitor 
is  then soldered back to i!is lug of L 10£.    The original 6J6 oscillator 
4-~»V**-»   «rfo4/*t*   TTC~   **CZl#'l*rsd   TT^ ~,">   *l>'"»   wwwo+o'l    C'SC ilia'*"'"''**  wa.i    inelslloH   Viaci 

been taped to its shield and to the top of the R.y» shield in the 
receiver. Insertion of this tube in the socket restores to operation 
the tunable oscillator. The three power leads to ths crystal oscillator 
are then unsoldered and the crystal oscillator may be removed from t he 
receiver. If it is not necessary to remove the crystal oscillator 
completely, variable tuning may be restored merely by changing the 
connection of the 1 uuf coupling capacitor5 inserting the 6J6 tube, and 
disconnecting the red B+ lead to the crystal oscillator. 

In some receivers after the crystal oscillator was installed, the 
7R150 regulator, V-112, ceased to function, since the three £703 tubes 
draw about 8 ma more than the 6j6. When this conditon occured, RI63 was 
adjusted until minimum current necessary to regulate was obtained. This 
adjustment was of the order of about 10/5. 

If it is necessary to change tubes« the leads of the replacement 
57Q3 should be cub to .2 inches. A red dot on the socket shewe Trhich 
end the red dot on the tube should face. A seven pir. socket is used in 
order to avoid bending the tube leads. Since there are only five leads 
on the tube, care should be observed in inserting the tube so that the 
leads go into the proper holes. Generally, little difficulty should 
be encountered as the supports and sockets are lined up to minimize 
error. 

2.10 R.F. Amplifier Alignment 

_ 
The band pass circuit between the R-t*. a»npj.irier and mixer need 

only be adjusted at the low end of the frequency range as the coupling 
arid band pass are great enough at the high end to take care of ail 
normal variations encountered* To adjust these circuits (C103 and 
0107) it is necessary only to tune in a signal at about 200 mes (from 
a distant transmitter or loosely coupled signal generator) and adjust 
for maximum reading on the signal-strength meter. It will be noted that 
variation of C107 will affect the local oscillator frequency, and the 
dial should oe adjusted to keep the signal in i/mie. The input circuit 
is sufficiently broad not to require adjustment. C105 should be ad- 
Justed only with visual equipment. The sweep generator should be 
connected to the antenna terminals and an oscilloscope to TP-117. The 
coupling should then be adjusted ur.til a slightly overcoupled shape is 
observed. 
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2.11    Signal Strength Meter Calibration 

This ysouirfts a signal  generator with a ^^ ohm 0titpt»t Ifflpedancs 
and calibrated from I uv to 10 rav.    Connect signal generator to antenna 
terminals and set to 2l£ meg and 10 mv,  across the output line*    Tune 
receiver  and set control in rear labeled  "10 rav adjust" to read properly 
on sign?!—5tr»ng+h meter.    The scale should be checked, but if con- 

-.o u-t siaeracie inaccuracy l.« noueuj V±\JL   snuuxu u« iapxo0bu«  J.J. »ii£'i accuracy 
is required, the calibration curve must be used. 

3«C  Subcarrier Amplifier 

The output from the Clarke Fa receiver is fed into a subcariier 
amplifier. Each amplifier has circuits for individually amplifying 
and separating four different subcarriers from the FM/FM composite 
telemetering signal coming from lie receiver. In this station only the 
first three channels are used, the fourth is a spare. - 

As shewn in Figure 1? the input lead supplies the composite 
signal through individual 500K gain controls, R^Ol through R£0li, to 

mounted on the chassis immediately behind the front panel. The output 
circuits of these cathode followers connect through plug—in band pass 
filters to amplifier-cathode foil -we- output tubes V502, 7^03, V505 and 
V^06. These filters are mounted in individual cases and are plugged 
into four receptacles on the chassis. Heater voltage and 2?0 volts 
plate voltage are supplied by a separate regulated power supply. Con- 
nections are made through a 12 pin connector mounted at the rear of the 
chassis. 

The meter M£01 on the front panel can be connected by means of 
switch SW^Olj mounted immediately below it, to measure plate current to 

4-. 

In operation, the first cathode followers in the four channels 
serve principally to isolate the individual filter loads from the 
receiver output circuit and from each other. As the impedance of each 
filter is 510 ohms, four such filters in parallel would present a very 
low impedance load to the receiver output circuit, and would pvoducs a 
very bad impedance mismatch. A further purpose in isolating the filter 
input circuits is to prevent the return of reflections frum ihd filters 
to the receiver output circuit. The output signal from the filter 
drives the output tube. In the output tubes, which are 12AT7 twin 
triodes, the first triode is used as a linear amplifier to drive the 
second section which functions as a cathode follower output coupling 
meant,. 

i»0TE8 Mounted above the gain control of each of t^~ •"   onanneis u 
a white designation t __ ^xoquency is to be 
written in pencil on this plate when the filter is installed or 
replaced. 
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